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Key Challenges:
‣ fine-grained parallelism 
‣ optimizations machine specific 
‣ ease of programming!

http://xpacc.illinois.edu

Approach:
‣ source-to-source transformations 
‣ annotation/pre-processor system 
‣ “Golden Copy” code for verification
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Kernels

#pragma @ICE loop=NAME [Key=Value] 

#pragma @ICE loop=loopA simd=true lcount=large 
  DO i = 1, n 
     accum = accum + i 
  END DO 
#pragma @ICE endloop 

•block level 
•loop level 
•runtime

Annotation System
compilers: [gcc, icc] 
memoryBound: &id01 
   tool: chill 
   unroll: 
      level: 3 
      amount: 4 
   tile: 

size: 8 
level: 1 

loopA: 
   gcc: 
       reverse: 
          level: 2 
loopD: *id01 
blockA: 
   check:9213b776e 
   altdesc: ./opt/*.opt 
blockB: 

opt: runtime 

limit application 

3rd party tools 

block-level opt

Tuning File

Annotations provide hints to autotuning tools. 

ICE manages different versions of code for different systems with 
a common source: The Golden Copy

JIT: Moya
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•pre-process 
annotations 

•perform static, 
compile-time 
analysis 

•recompile at 
runtime

VectorSeeker

•Use trace 
information to 
optimize 

•Identify 
opportunities 
for 
vectorization

Specialized Kernels

GPU

CPU

•Focus on 
optimizing 
kernels 

•Enables 
portability
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Flow Equations + Elliptic Field + Chemistry

High-order
finite-differences
Overset, logically
structured meshes

Hand-tuned code for
different architectures

•Based on a 
single Golden 
Copy 

•Hand-tuned 
code 

•Different 
machines 

•Clear 
verification
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***This material is based in part upon work 
supported by the Department of Energy, National 

Nuclear Security Administration, under Award 
Number DE-NA0002374.  
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